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Abstract

Most traditional approaches to anaphora resolution
rely heavily on linguistic and domain knowledge. One
of the disadvantages of developing a knowledge-
based system, however, is that it is a very labour-
intensive and time-consuming task. This paper pres-
ents a robust, knowledge-poor approach to resolving
pronouns in technical manuals. This approach is a
modification of the practical approach (Mitkov
1998a) and operates on texts pre-processed by a part-
of-speech tagger. Input is checked against agreement
and a number of antecedent indicators. Candidates
are assigned scores by each indicator and the candi-
date with the highest aggregate score is returned as
the antecedent. We propose this approach as a plat-
form for multilingual pronoun resolution. The robust
approach was initially developed and tested for Eng-
lish, but we have also adapted and tested it for Polish
and Arabic. For both languages, we found that adap-
tation required minimum modification and that fur-
ther, even if used unmodified, the approach delivers
acceptable success rates. Preliminary evaluation re-
ports high success rates in the range of and over 90%

1.  Introduction: robust, knowledge poor
     anaphora resolution and multilingual NLP

For the most part, anaphora resolution has focused
on traditional linguistic methods (Carbonell &
Brown 1988; Carter 1987; Hobbs 1978; Ingria &
Stallard 1989; Lappin & McCord 1990; Lappin &
Leass 1994; Mitkov 1994; Rich & LuperFoy 1988;
Sidner 1979; Webber 1979). However, to represent

and manipulate the various types of linguistic and
domain knowledge involved requires considerable
human input and computational expense.

While various alternatives have been proposed,
making use of e.g. neural networks, a situation se-
mantics framework, or the principles of reasoning
with uncertainty (e.g. Connoly et al. 1994; Mitkov
1995; Tin & Akman 1995), there is still a strong
need for the development of robust and effective
strategies to meet the demands of practical NLP
systems, and to enhance further the automatic proc-
essing of growing language resources.

Several proposals have already addressed the
anaphora resolution problem by deliberately limiting
the extent to which they rely on domain and/or lin-
guistic knowledge (Baldwin 1997; Dagan & Itai
1990; Kennedy & Boguraev 1996; Mitkov 1998;
Nasukawa 1994; Williams et al. 1996). Our work is
a continuation of these latest trends in the search for
inexpensive, rapid and reliable procedures for
anaphora resolution. It shows how pronouns in a
specific genre can be resolved quite successfully
without any sophisticated linguistic knowledge or
even without parsing, benefiting instead from cor-
pus-based NLP techniques such as sentence splitting
and part-of-speech tagging.

On the other hand, none of the projects reported so
far, has looked at the multilingual aspects of the
approaches that have been developed, or, in particu-
lar, how a specific approach could be used or
adapted for other languages. Furthermore, in addi-



tion to the monolingual orientation of all approaches
so far developed, most of the work has concentrated
on pronoun resolution in one language alone
(English). While anaphora resolution projects have
been reported for French (Popescu-Belis &  Robba
1997, Rolbert 1989), German (Dunker & Umbach
1993;  Fischer et al. 1996; Leass & Schwall 1991;
Stuckardt 1996; Stuckardt 1997), Japanese (Mori et
al. 1997; Nakaiwa & Ikehara 1992; Nakaiwa &
Ikehara 1995; Nakaiwa et al. 1995; Nakaiwa et al.
1996; Wakao 1994), Portuguese (Abraços & Lopes
1994), Swedish (Fraurud, 1988) and Turkish (Tin &
Akman, 1994), the research on languages other than
English constitutes only a small part of all the work
in this field.

In contrast to previous work in the field, our proj-
ect has a truly multilingual character. We have de-
veloped a knowledge-poor, robust approach which
we propose as a platform for multilingual pronoun
resolution in technical manuals. The approach was
initially developed and tested for English, but we
have also adapted and tested it for Polish and Ara-
bic. We found that the approach could be adapted
with minimum modifications for both languages and
further, even if used without any modification, it
delivers acceptable success rates. Evaluation shows a
success rate of 89.7% for English, 93.3% for Polish
and 95.2%  for Arabic.1

2. The approach: general overview

With a view to avoiding complex syntactic, semantic
and discourse analysis, we developed a robust,
knowledge-poor approach to pronoun resolution
which does not make use of parsing, syntactic and
semantic constraints or any other form of linguistic
or non-linguistic knowledge. Instead, we rely on the
efficiency of sentence segmentation, part-of-speech
tagging, noun phrase identification and the high
performance of the antecedent indicators (knowledge
is limited to a small noun phrase grammar, a list of
terms, a list of (indicating) verbs, a list of genre-
specific synonyms, and a set of antecedent indica-
tors).

The core of the approach lies in activating a list of
multilingual2 "antecedent indicators" after filtering
candidates (from the current and two preceding
                                                       
1Given that the evaluation of the English version was
more extensive, the figures for English are expected to be
statistically more representative.
2We term the antecedent indicators "multilingual"
because they work well not only for English, but also for
other languages (in this case Arabic and Polish).

sentences) on the basis of gender and number
agreement. Before that, the text is pre-processed by
a sentence splitter which determines the sentence
boundaries, a part-of-speech tagger which identifies
the parts of the speech and a simple phrasal gram-
mar which detects the noun phrases (In addition, in
the case of complex sentences, heuristic "clause
identification" rules track the clause boundaries).
Non-anaphoric occurrences of "it" in constructions
such as "It is important", "It is necessary" etc., are
eliminated by a "referential filter".

After passing the "agreement filter", the genre-
specific antecedent indicators are applied to the
remaining candidates (see section 2.2). The noun
phrase with the highest aggregate score is proposed
as antecedent; in the rare event of a tie, priority is
given to the candidate with the higher score for
immediate reference. If immediate reference has not
been identified, then priority is given to the candi-
date with the best collocation pattern score. If this
does not help, the candidate with the higher score for
indicating verbs is preferred. If still no choice is
possible, the most recent from the remaining candi-
dates is selected as the antecedent.

2.1 Agreement filter

The detected noun phrases (from the sentence where
the anaphor is situated and the two preceding sen-
tences, if available) are passed on to a gender and
number agreement test.  In English, however, there
are certain collective nouns which do not agree in
number with their antecedents (e.g. "government",
"team", "parliament" etc. can be referred to by
"they"; equally some plural nouns such as "data" can
be referred to by "it") and are exempted from the
agreement test. For this purpose we have drawn up a
comprehensive list of all such cases; to our knowl-
edge, no other computational treatment of pronomi-
nal anaphora resolution has addressed the problem
of "agreement exceptions".

The gender and number agreement of an anaphor
and its antecedent in Polish is compulsory. Polish
gender distinctions are much more diverse than in
English (e.g. feminine and masculine  do not apply
to a restricted number of nouns). Moreover, one
pronominal form can potentially refer to nouns of
different gender. For instance, the singular genitive
form ''jego'' can equally well refer to either mascu-
line or neuter nouns. In addition, certain pronouns
such as the accusative form ''je'' can refer to either
singular neuter or plural feminine nouns. Finally,
unlike English, zero anaphors (in subject position)
are typical in Polish in declarative sentences.



Agreement rules in Arabic are different. For in-
stance, a set of non-human items (animals, plants,
objects) is referred to by a singular feminine pro-
noun. Since Arabic is an agglutinative language, the
pronouns may appear as suffixes of verbs, nouns
(e.g. in the case of possessive pronouns) and prepo-
sitions. In particular, in the genre of technical
manuals there are five "agglutinative" pronouns. The
pronoun "ho" is used to refer to singular masculine
persons and objects, while "ha" refers to singular
feminine ones. There are three plural anaphoric
pronouns: "homa" which refers to a dual number (a
set of two elements) of both masculine and feminine
nouns, "hom" which refers to a plural number (a set
of more than two elements) of masculine nouns and
"honna" which refers to a plural number of feminine

2.2 Antecedent indicators

Antecedent indicators (preferences) play a decisive
role in tracking down the antecedent from a set of
possible candidates. Candidates could be given pref-
erential treatment, or not, from the point of view of
each indicator and assigned a score (-1, 0, 1 or 2)
accordingly; the candidate with the highest aggre-
gate score is proposed as the antecedent.  The ante-
cedent indicators have been identified on the basis of
empirical studies of numerous hand-annotated tech-
nical manuals (referential links had been marked by
human experts). These indicators can be related to
salience (definiteness, givenness, indicating verbs,
indicating noun phrases, lexical reiteration, section
heading preference, "non-prepositional" noun
phrases, relative pronoun), to structural matches
(collocation, immediate reference, sequential in-
structions), to referential distance or to preference of
terms. Whilst some of the indicators are more genre-
specific (term preference) and others are less genre-
specific ("immediate reference", "sequential instruc-
tions" and to a much lesser extent "indicating noun
phrases"), the majority of them appear to be genre-
independent. In the following we shall outline the
indicators used and shall illustrate some of them by
examples (the indicators are used in the same way
for English, Polish and Arabic unless otherwise
specified).

Definiteness

Definite noun phrases in previous sentences are
more likely antecedents of pronominal anaphors
than indefinite ones (definite noun phrases score 0
and indefinite ones are penalised by -1). In English
we regard a noun phrase as definite if the head noun

is modified by a definite article, or by demonstrative
or possessive pronouns. This rule is ignored if there
are no definite articles, possessive or demonstrative
pronouns in the paragraph (this exception is taken
into account because some English user's guides tend
to omit articles).

Since in Polish there are no definite articles,
definiteness is signalled by word order, demonstra-
tive pronouns or repetition.

In Arabic, definiteness occurs in a richer variety of
forms (Galaini 1992). In addition to the definiteness
triggered by the definite article "al" (the), demon-
strative and possessive pronouns, a noun phrase in
Arabic is also regarded as definite if it is followed by
a definite noun/noun phrase3

. For example, the noun
phrase "kitabu al-rajuli" (lit. book the man) which
means "the book of the man", is considered definite
since the non-definite noun "kitabu" (book) is fol-
lowed by the definite noun "al-rajoli" (the man).
This form of definiteness is called in Arabic "Al-
ta'rif bi-al-idhafa" (definiteness by addition).

Givenness

Noun phrases in previous sentences representing the
"given information" (theme)4 are deemed good can-
didates for antecedents and score 1 (candidates not
representing the theme score 0). In a coherent text
(Firbas 1992), the given or known information, or
theme, usually appears first, and thus forms a co-
referential link with the preceding text. The new
information, or rheme, provides some information

Indicating verbs

If a verb is a member of the Verb_set = {discuss,
present, illustrate, identify, summarise, examine,
describe, define, show, check, develop, review, re-
port, outline, consider, investigate, explore, assess,
analyse, synthesise, study, survey, deal, cover}, we
consider the first NP following it as the preferred
antecedent (scores 1 and 0). Empirical evidence
suggests that because of the salience of the noun
phrases which follow them, the verbs listed above
are particularly good indicators.

The Verb_set in Polish contains the Polish
equivalents of the above verbs and their synonyms.

                                                       
3There are other forms of definiteness in Arabic which we
shall not discuss in this paper since they are not typical of
technical manuals.
4We use the simple heuristics that the given information
is the first noun phrase in a non-imperative sentence.



Indicating noun phrases

If the head of the NP preceding the verb is the noun
"chapter", "section", "table" then consider the NP
following the verb as the preferred antecedent
(scores 1 and 0)

The last two preferences can be illustrated by the
example:

This table shows a minimal configurationi; iti does

not leave much room for additional applications or
other software for which you may require additional
swap space.

Lexical reiteration

Lexically reiterated items are likely candidates for
antecedent (a NP scores 2 if is repeated within the
same paragraph twice or more, 1 if repeated once
and 0 if not). Lexically reiterated items include re-
peated synonymous noun phrases which may often
be preceded by definite articles or demonstratives.
Also, a sequence of noun phrases with the same head
counts as lexical reiteration (e.g. "toner bottle",
"bottle of toner", "the bottle").

Section heading preference

If a noun phrase occurs in the heading of the section,
part of which is the current sentence, then we con-
sider it as the preferred candidate  (1, 0).

"Non-prepositional" noun phrases

A "pure", "non-prepositional" noun phrase is given a
higher preference than a noun phrase which is part
of a prepositional phrase (0, -1)

Insert the cassettei into the VCR making sure iti is

suitable for the length of recording.

Here "the VCR" is penalised (-1) for being part of
the prepositional phrase "into the VCR".

This preference can be explained in terms of sali-
ence from the point of view of the centering theory.
The latter proposes the ranking "subject, direct ob-
ject, indirect object" (Brennan et al. 1987) and noun
phrases which are parts of prepositional phrases are
usually indirect objects.

This criterion was extended in Polish to frequently
occurring genitive constructions (e.g. liczba kom-
puterow = number of computers). Nouns which are
part of such genitive constructions and which are not
in genitive form are penalised by "-1".

In Arabic the antecedent and the anaphor can be-

long to the same prepositional phrase (see next sec-
tion). Therefore, we have modified this indicator for
the "Arabic version" accordingly: if an NP belongs
to a prepositional phrase which doesn't contain the
anaphor, we penalise it by -1; otherwise we do not
assign any score to it (0).

Relative pronoun indicator

This indicator is used only in the Arabic version and
is based on the fact that the first anaphor following a
relative pronoun refers exclusively to the most recent
NP preceding it which is considered as the most
likely antecedent (2,0).

Example:

Al-tahakkok min tahyiat al-moakkit
Yomkino-ka a'rdh tahyiat moakkitoka li-at-tahakkok
mina al-baramiji al-lati targhabo fi tasjili-hai.

(Literal translation)
Checking the Timer Settings
You can display your timer settings to confirm the
programmesi that you wish to recording iti.

Checking the Timer Settings
You can display your timer settings to confirm the
programmes you wish to record.

In this example the pronoun "ha" (it) is the first
pronominal anaphor which follows the relative pro-
noun "al-lati" (that) and refers to the non-animate
feminine plural "al-baramij" (the programmes; for
agreement rules in Arabic see section 2.1) which is
the most recent NP preceding "al-lati".

Collocation pattern preference

This preference is given to candidates which have an
identical collocation pattern with a pronoun (2,0).
The collocation preference here is restricted to the
pattern "noun/pronoun, verb" or "verb,
noun/pronoun" (owing to lack of syntactic informa-
tion, this preference is somewhat weaker than the
collocation preference described in (Dagan & Itai
1990).

Press the keyi down and turn the volume up... Press

iti again.

The collocation pattern preference in Arabic has
been extended to patterns "(un)V-NP/anaphor", i.e.
verbs with a "undoing action" meaning are consid-
ered for the purpose of our approach to fall into
collocation patterns along with their "doing action"



counterparts. This extended new rule would help in
cases such as "Loading a cassette or unloading it".
This rule is soon to be integrated into the English
and Polish versions.

Immediate reference

In technical manuals the "immediate reference" clue
can often be useful in identifying the antecedent. The
heuristics used is that in constructions of the form
"...(You) V1 NP ... con (you) V2 it (con (you) V3 it)",

where con ∈ {and/or/before/after...}, the noun
phrase immediately after V1 is a very likely candi-

date for antecedent of the pronoun "it" immediately
following V2 and is therefore given preference

(scores 2 and 0).
This preference can be viewed as a modification of

the collocation preference. It is also quite frequent
with imperative constructions.

To print the paper, you can stand the printeri up or lay

iti flat.

To turn on the printer, press the Power buttoni and

hold iti down for a moment.

Unwrap the paperi, form iti and align iti, then load iti
into the drawer.

Sequential instructions

This new antecedent indicator has recently been
incorporated for Arabic but it works equally well
for English and is to be implemented in the Eng-
lish version soon as well. It states than in sequen-
tial instructions of the form "To V1 NP1, V2 NP2.

(Sentence). To V3 it, V4 NP4" the noun phrase

NP1 is the likely antecedent of the anaphor "it"

(NP1 is assigned a score of 2).

Example:

To turn on the video recorder, press the red button.
To programme it, press the "Programme" key.
To turn the TV set ON, press the mains ON/OFF
switch. The power indicator illuminates to show that
the power is on. To turn the TV set off, press it again.

Referential distance

In English complex sentences, noun phrases in the
previous clause5 are the best candidate for the an-
tecedent of an anaphor in the subsequent clause,
                                                       
5Identification of clauses in complex sentences is done
heuristically.

followed by noun phrases in the previous sentence,
then by nouns situated 2 sentences further back and
finally nouns 3 sentences further back (2, 1, 0, -1).
For anaphors in simple sentences, noun phrases in
the previous sentence are the best candidate for ante-
cedent, followed by noun phrases situated 2 sen-
tences further back and finally nouns 3 sentences
further back (1, 0, -1)

Since we found out that in Arabic the anaphor is
more likely to refer to the most recent NP, the scor-
ing system for Arabic gives a bonus to such candi-
dates: the most recent NP is assigned a score of 2,
the one that precedes it immediately 1 and the rest 0.

Term preference

NPs representing terms in the field are more likely to
be the antecedent than NPs which are not terms
(score 1 if the NP is a term and 0 if not).

As already mentioned, each of the antecedent indica-
tors assigns a score with a value ∈ {-1, 0, 1, 2}.
These scores have been determined experimentally
on an empirical basis and are constantly being up-
dated. Top symptoms like "lexical reiteration" assign
score "2" whereas "non-prepositional" noun phrases
are given a negative score of "-1". We should point
out that the antecedent indicators are preferences
and not absolute factors. There might be cases where
one or more of the antecedent indicators do not
"point" to the correct antecedent. For instance, in the
sentence "Insert the cassette into the VCRi making

sure iti is turned on", the indicator "non-

prepositional noun phrases" would penalise the cor-
rect antecedent. When all preferences (antecedent
indicators) are taken into account, however, the right
antecedent is still very likely to be tracked down - in
the above example, the "non-prepositional noun
phrases" heuristics (penalty) would be overturned by
the "collocational preference" heuristics.

The antecedent indicators have proved to be rea-
sonably efficient in assigning the right antecedent
and our results show that for the genre of technical
manuals they may be no less accurate than syntax-
and centering-based methods (see Mitkov 1998b).
The approach described is not dependent on any
theories or assumptions;  in particular, it does not
operate on the assumption that the subject of the
previous utterance is the highest-ranking candidate
for the backward-looking center - an approach which
can sometimes lead to incorrect results. For instance,
most centering-orientated methods would propose
"the utility" incorrectly as the antecedent of "it" in



the sentence "The utility (CDVU) shows you a
LIST4250, LIST38PP, or LIST3820 file on your
terminal for a format similar to that in which it will
be printed" because of the preferential treatment of
the subject as the most salient candidate (e.g. RAP,
see Dagan et al. 1995). The "indicating verbs" pref-
erence of our approach, however, would give prefer-
ence to the correct antecedent "LIST4250,
LIST38PP, or LIST3820 file".

3. Evaluation

For practical reasons, the approach presented does
not incorporate syntactic and semantic knowledge
(other than a list of domain terms) and it is not real-
istic to expect its performance to be as good as an
approach which makes use of syntactic and con-
straints and preferences. The lack of syntactic infor-
mation, for instance, means giving up c-command
constraints and subject preference (or on other occa-
sions object preference, see Mitkov 1995) which
could be used in center tracking. Syntactic paral-
lelism, useful in discriminating between identical
pronouns on the basis of their syntactic function,
also has to be forgone. Lack of semantic knowledge
rules out the use of verb semantics and semantic
parallelism. Our evaluation, however, suggests that
much less is lost than might be feared. In fact, our
evaluation shows that the results are comparable to
and even better than syntax-based methods (Lappin
& Leass 1994). The evaluation results also show
superiority over other knowledge-poor methods
(Baldwin 1997; see also below)6. We believe that the
good success rate is due to the fact that a number of
antecedent indicators are taken into account and no
factor is given absolute preference. In particular, this
strategy can often override incorrect decisions linked
with strong centering preference (see 2.2) or syntac-
tic and semantic parallelism preferences (Mitkov
1998b).

We have carried out evaluations on sample texts
from technical user's guides both for English and
Arabic and the results show comparable success
rates. The success rate for Arabic is slightly higher
and we should mention that in addition to tuning the
approach for Arabic, the "Arabic improved" version
uses 2 new indicators recently introduced which
have not been included in the "Robust English"
version yet.

3.1 English
                                                       
6 This applies to the genre of technical manuals; for other
genres results may be different

The first evaluation exercise for English (Mitkov &
Stys 1997) was based on a random sample text from
a technical manual (Minolta 1994). There were 71
pronouns in the 140 page technical manual; 7 of the
pronouns were non-anaphoric and 16 exophoric. The
resolution of anaphors was carried out with a suc-
cess rate of 95.8%. The approach being robust (an
attempt is made to resolve each anaphor and a pro-
posed antecedent is returned), this figure represents
both "precision" and "recall" if we use the MUC
terminology. To avoid any terminological confusion,
we shall therefore use the more neutral term "success
rate" while discussing the evaluation.

We conducted a second evaluation7 of the robust
approach on a different set of English sample texts
from the genre of technical manuals (47-page Port-
able Style-Writer User's Guide (Stylewriter 1994).
Out of 223 pronouns in the text, 167 were non-
anaphoric (deictic and non-anaphoric "it"). The
evaluation carried out was manual to ensure that no
added error was generated (e.g. due to possible
wrong sentence/clause detection or POS tagging).
Another reason for doing it by hand is to ensure a
fair comparison with other knowledge-poor methods
(Baldwin 1997), which not being available to us, had
to be hand-simulated.

The second evaluation indicated an 83.6% success
rate for our robust approach. Baldwin's CogNIAC
scored 75% on the same data, while J. Hobb's algo-
rithm achieved 71% (Mitkov 1998b).

On the basis of both evaluation experiments a suc-
cess rate of 89.7% could be regarded as a statistically
more representative figure for the performance of
"English version" of the robust approach8. In addi-
tion, our evaluation results indicate 82% "critical
success rate", which we consider quite a satisfactory
score (for definition of the concept "critical success
rate" which is limited to the evaluation of the so-
called "critical cases" - the resolution of "tough"
anaphors which have already passed the agreement
filter, see Mitkov 1998b). Finally, in order to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the approach and to explore
whether or by how much it is superior to the baseline
models for anaphora resolution, we also tested the
sample texts on (i) a Baseline Model which checks
agreement in number and gender and, where more
than one candidate remains, picks as antecedent the

                                                       
7We are indebted to Lowenna Ansell for carrying out the
second evaluation
8Please note that we have recently modified some of the
rules/added some more rules but we have not evaluated
the improved English version yet.



most recent subject matching the gender and number
of the anaphor and (ii) a Baseline Model which picks
as antecedent the most recent noun phrase that
matches the gender and number of the anaphor. The
evaluation results suggest a success rate of 48.55%
for the first baseline model and a success rate
65.95% for the second (Mitkov 1998b).

If we regard as "discriminative power" of each
antecedent indicator the ratio "number of successful
antecedent identifications when this indicator was
applied"/"number of applications of this indicator"
(for the non-prepositional noun phrase and definite-
ness being penalising indicators, this figure is calcu-
lated as the ratio "number of unsuccessful antecedent
identifications"/"number of applications"), the im-
mediate reference emerges as the most discrimina-
tive indicator (100%), followed by non-prepositional
noun phrase (92.2%), collocation (90.9%), section
heading (61.9%), lexical reiteration (58.5%), given-
ness (49.3%), term preference (35.7%) and referen-
tial distance (34.4%). The relatively low figures for
the majority of indicators should not be regarded as a
surprise: firstly, we should bear in mind that in most
cases a candidate was picked (or rejected) as an
antecedent on the basis of applying a number of
different indicators and secondly, that most anaphors
had a relatively high number of candidates for ante-
cedent.

In terms of frequency of use ("number of non-zero
applications"/"number of anaphors"), the most fre-
quently used  indicator proved to be referential dis-
tance used in 98.9% of the cases, followed by term
preference (97.8%), givenness (83.3%), lexical reit-
eration (64.4%), definiteness (40%), section heading
(37.8%), immediate reference (31.1%) and colloca-
tion (11.1%). As expected, the most frequent indica-
tors were not the most discriminative ones.

3.2 Arabic

We evaluated the robust approach for Arabic operat-
ing in two modes: the first mode consisted of using
the robust approach directly, without any adapta-
tion/modification for Arabic, whereas the second
mode used an adapted/enhanced version which in-
cluded modified rules (see section 2.2) designed to
capture some of the specific aspects of Arabic plus a
few new indicators.

The evaluation was based on 63 examples from a
technical manual (Sony 1992).  The first mode (i.e.
using the robust approach without any adaptation for
Arabic - this version is referred to as "Arabic direct"
in the table below) reported a success rate of 90.5%
(57 out of 63 anaphors were correctly resolved).

Typical failures were examples in which the antece-
dent and the anaphor belonged to the same preposi-
tional phrase:

Tathhar al-surah fi awal  kanati  ta-stakbilo-hai fi

mintakati-ka.
Appears the-picture on first channeli you-receive-iti in

area-your. (Literal translation)
The  picture appears when the first channel received
in your area is detected.

Such failure cases were not detected in the improved
version for Arabic in which the "non-prepositional
phrase" rule was changed (see section 2.2).

Another typical problem which was rectified by
changing the referential distance in Arabic was the
case in which the anaphor appeared as part of a PP
modifying the antecedent-NP:

Kom  bi-taghtiat thokb al-lisan bi-sharit plastic aw
ista'mil kasit akhari bi-hii lisan al-aman.

Cover slot the-tab with-tape plastic or use cassette
anotheri in iti tab the- safety.

Cover the safety tab slot with plastic tape, or use an-
other cassette with a safety tab.

The candidates for antecedent in this example are
the noun phrases "safety tab slot", "plastic tape" and
"another cassette". If we use the robust approach
without any modification, each candidate gets 2 for
referential distance; the aggregate score for "safety
tab slot" is 3, for "plastic tape" it is 2 and for
"another cassette" is 2 as well (they all get an addi-
tional 1 score for "term preference"). Using the new
referential distance scores, however, the correct
candidate  "another cassette" scores an aggregate of
2 as opposed to the other two candidates which are
assigned an aggregate score of 1.

The second evaluation mode (evaluating the ver-
sion adapted and improved for Arabic which is re-
ferred to as "Arabic improved" in the table below)
reported a success rate of 95.2% (60 out of 63 ana-
phors were correctly resolved).

The evaluation for Arabic also showed a very high
"critical success rate" as well. The robust approach
used without any modification scored a "critical
success rate" of 78.6%, whereas the improved Arabic
version scored  89.3%.

The most discriminative indicators for Arabic
proved to be immediate reference, collocation and
sequential instructions with 100% discriminative
power, followed by non-prepositional noun phrase
(89.2%), term preference (82.1%), definiteness
(78.6%), referential distance_score_2 (67.9%) and
section heading (63.6%). The higher contribution of



referential distance for Arabic is in tune with our
empirical finding that referential distance is a more
important indicator for Arabic than for English and
that in particular, the most recent NPs in Arabic are
more likely to be antecedents than in English (see
section 2.2, indicator "referential distance").

The most frequently used indicators for Arabic
were referential distance (100%, of which 34.6%
with score 2 and 34.6% with score 1) and term pref-
erence (87.7%). Again, the most discriminative
indicators could not be frequently used: collocation
was applied in only 2.5% of the cases, whereas im-
mediate reference and sequential instructions could
be activated in 1.2% of the cases only.

3.3 Polish

The evaluation for Polish was based technical
manuals available on the Internet (Internet Manual,
1994; Java Manual 1998). The sample texts con-
tained 180 pronouns among which were 120 in-
stances of exophoric reference (most being zero
pronouns). The robust approach adapted for Polish
demonstrated a high success rate of 93.3% in resolv-
ing anaphors.

Similarly to the evaluation for English, we com-
pared the approach for Polish with (i) a Baseline
Model which discounts candidates on the basis of
agreement in number and gender and, if there were
still competing candidates, selects as the antecedent
the most recent subject matching the anaphor in
gender and number (ii) a Baseline Model which
checks agreement in number and gender and, if
there were still more than one candidate left, picks
up as the antecedent the most recent noun phrase
that agrees with the anaphor.

The Polish version of our robust approach showed
clear superiority over both Polish baseline models.
The first Baseline Model (Baseline Subject) was
successful in only 23.7% of the cases, whereas the
second (Baseline Most Recent) had a success rate of
68.4%. These results demonstrate the dramatic in-
crease in precision, which is due to the use of ante-
cedent tracking indicators.

The Polish version also showed a very high
"critical success rate" of 86.2%. Used without any
modification ("Polish direct"), the approach scored a
90% success rate.

The most discriminative antecedent indicators for
Polish appear to be the sequential instructions, im-
mediate reference and indicating verbs (100%),
followed by referential distance (84.1%) and given-
ness (80 %).

The most frequently used indicators for Polish

were definiteness (97.2% of the cases), referential
distance (94.4%), givenness (61.1%) and non-
prepositional noun phrase (52.8%). The least fre-
quently used indicators proved to be indicating verbs
(16.7%), lexical reiteration (13.9%) and immediate
reference (2.8%).

The success rates obtained can be summarised as
follows:

Success rate

Robust  English 89.7%

Polish direct 90%

Polish improved 93.3%

Arabic direct 90.5%

Arabic improved 95.2%

Table 1:  Success rates of the robust approach

Success rate

Baseline subject English 31.6% / 48.6%

Baseline most recent English 65.9%

Baseline subject Polish 23.7%

Baseline most recent Polish 68.4%

Table 2:  Success rates of the baseline models
Since the approach is robust, the success rates equal
both recall and precision except for "Baseline subject
English": since there are cases in which "Baseline
subject" may not be able to pick up an antecedent
(e.g. paragraphs with zero subjects), this version can
be measured in terms of both precision (the higher
figure in table 2) and recall (the lower figure).

4. Future work

Future work includes adapting the approach for
French, Spanish and Bulgarian as well as testing it
on (and if necessary, modifying it to cover) a wider
variety of genres. In addition, we plan to use the
statistically-based multicriteria approach (Pomerol &
Barbara-Romero, 1992) to fine-tune scoring.

5. Conclusion

We have described a genre-specific modification of
the practical approach to pronoun resolution (Mitkov
1998a) and have shown its multilingual nature: we



have adapted and tested the approach for Polish and
Arabic. The evaluation reports success rates which
are comparable to (and even better than) syntax-
based methods and show superiority over other
methods with limited knowledge.
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